The World Of Youth As Reflected In Two International Conclaves
Lima, February 1959

The Eighth International Student Conference, Lima, Peru, February 25, 1959, like those held previously in Stockholm, Copenhagen, Edinburgh, Birmingham, Istanbul, Ceylon, and Nigeria, confronted problems facing students throughout the world, in particular resolution presented by the host Peruvian delegation, on imperialism, colonialism, militarism, imperialism, on the role of women in the struggle for peace, and protest to the IUJS acquiescence during Stockholm eight years ago, the NSA Stockholms on the general question of peoples' right to self-determination.

mraunist International Student Union (ISU) was established in 1950, the ISC has consolidated itself as an extreme of Soviet sponsored propaganda line of Soviet sponsored propaganda. The ISC will just be an opportunity for the youth of the world to meet and through song and dance, athletic competition, discussion, and debate to learn about and better their mutual knowledge of these students have attended the ISC since its inception.